This paper introduces the reader to our Kalman filter developed for geodetic VLBI (very long baseline interferometry) data analysis. The focus lies on the EOP (Earth Orientation Parameter) determination based on the Continuous VLBI Campaign 2014 (CONT14) data, but also earlier CONT campaigns are analyzed. For validation and comparison purposes we use EOP determined with the classical LSM (least squares method) estimated from the same VLBI data set as the Kalman solution with a daily resolution. To gain higher resolved EOP from LSM we run solutions which yield hourly estimates for polar motion and dUT1 ¼ Universal Time (UT1) e Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). As an external validation data set we use a GPS (Global Positioning System) solution providing hourly polar motion results.
t r a c t
This paper introduces the reader to our Kalman filter developed for geodetic VLBI (very long baseline interferometry) data analysis. The focus lies on the EOP (Earth Orientation Parameter) determination based on the Continuous VLBI Campaign 2014 (CONT14) data, but also earlier CONT campaigns are analyzed. For validation and comparison purposes we use EOP determined with the classical LSM (least squares method) estimated from the same VLBI data set as the Kalman solution with a daily resolution. To gain higher resolved EOP from LSM we run solutions which yield hourly estimates for polar motion and dUT1 ¼ Universal Time (UT1) e Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). As an external validation data set we use a GPS (Global Positioning System) solution providing hourly polar motion results.
Further, we describe our approach for determining the noise driving the Kalman filter. It has to be chosen carefully, since it can lead to a significant degradation of the results. We illustrate this issue in context with the de-correlation of polar motion and nutation.
Finally, we find that the agreement with respect to GPS can be improved by up to 50% using our filter compared to the LSM approach, reaching a similar precision than the GPS solution. Especially the power of erroneous high-frequency signals can be reduced dramatically, opening up new possibilities for highfrequency EOP studies and investigations of the models involved in VLBI data analysis.
We prove that the Kalman filter is more than on par with the classical least squares method and that it is a valuable alternative, especially on the advent of the VLBI2010 Global Observing System and within the GGOS frame work.
Introduction
Geodetic VLBI (very long baseline interferometry) is one of the primary space geodetic techniques [1, 2] . It substantially contributes to the International Terrestrial Reference Frame [3] and is the only technique able to realize the ICRF (International Celestial Reference Frame) [4] . It can provide the full set of EOP (Earth Orientation Parameters) which are needed for the transformation between the terrestrial and the celestial frames. The five EOP are polar motion (x-pole and y-pole), universal time (UT1), and celestial pole offsets (dX and dY). VLBI is unique for long-term observation of UT1 and precession/nutation, as satellite-based techniques (e.g. global navigation satellite systems, GNSS) suffer from the correlation between these parameters and the ascending nodes of the satellite orbits. Nonetheless, polar motion estimates from GNSS usually have less scatter than results of VLBI or SLR (Satellite Laser Ranging) due to the larger number of stations that provide continuous observations to several satellites at once within the rather homogeneous distributed global IGS (International GNSS Service) [5] network.
Due to monetary, technological, and personnel restrictions the current VLBI network is not able to observe continuously. Coordinated by the International VLBI Service, IVS [1] , usually only two to four 24 h sessions are observed per week, comprising five to ten stations. Two sessions per week, so called rapid-turn-around sessions, are primarily aimed at the estimation of EOP: the IVS-R1 session on Mondays/Tuesdays and the IVS-R4 session on Thursdays/Fridays. The limited observing time of 24 h, small network size and the discontinuities between the sessions greatly restrict the possibility to investigate sub-daily phenomena. Hence, since the mid-nineties special VLBI campaigns have been performed to demonstrate the capabilities of the current geodetic VLBI system: the so called CONT campaigns, where continuous observations for up to two weeks are conducted. The data from these campaigns have been used in numerous studies, e.g. investigations of tropospheric delays [6] , ionospheric studies [7] or time transfer applications [8] .
Several authors looked at the EOP estimated from CONT campaigns, focusing on sub-daily variations, e.g. Refs.
[9e12]. These sessions allow a comparison and evaluation of the models involved in the analysis, as well as a detection of artifacts or irregular nonperiodic variations. Especially CONT02 revealed irregular EOP variations including a significant retrograde signal with a period of À8 h, e.g. Refs. [10, 11] . However, this signal could not be found in the following CONT campaigns, e.g. Refs. [9, 10, 13, 14] . All the authors found harmonic signals at the diurnal and semi-diurnal frequencies, but a ter-diurnal signal was not detected. Nilsson et al. [12] connected this period at À8 h to errors in the CRF coordinates. However, the reason for most of the unexplained signals seen in the EOP spectra from the CONT campaigns may be due to deficiencies in the IERS (International Earth Rotation and Reference System Service) [15] Conventions (2010) model for high-frequency EOP variations.
Despite the large number of investigations done on EOP in connection with CONT campaigns, no final overall conclusion could be drawn about the EOP variations determined by VLBI. Thus, leaving a vital and ample research field.
In this work we investigate the accuracy of the EOP determined with our KAL (Kalman filter) designed in anticipation of the future VGOS (VLBI2010 Global Observing System) [16] . We analyze the data from the CONT campaigns observed since 2002, focusing on the latest, namely CONT14, observed in May 2014. We assess the quality and the performance of KAL as a post processing tool, by comparing it to the solution provided by the classical least squares method (LSM). For an external validation we use a GPS solution determined from TIGA (Tide Gauge Benchmark Monitoring) GPS reprocessing [17] . Section 2 gives an introduction into the CONT campaigns since 2002. In Sect. 3 the data analysis is described for all approaches, for VLBI the LSM (least squares method) and the KAL (Kalman filter) are discussed, for GPS the strategy applied within the TIGA project. Here also our approach used for the determination of the noise levels driving our filter is introduced. Section 4 is dedicated to the results. We look at the performance of LSM and KAL and compare the estimated EOP to the ones derived by GPS. Here we also demonstrate the impact of the chosen noise model for the Kalman filter. Section 5 completes the paper with conclusions, possible developments and outlook for further applications for our filter.
The CONT campaigns
The purpose of the CONT campaigns is to acquire state-of-the-art VLBI data over a time period of about two weeks to demonstrate the highest accuracy of which the current VLBI system is capable. During the history of the CONT campaigns the network of involved stations is continuously growing, and technical aspects, such as the recording data rate, have been constantly improved. The first CONT campaigns were performed in 1994 and 1995, and since 2002 about every 3 years one CONT campaign was scheduled. Table 1 gives some basic information like observation period, number of stations and network volume of the CONT campaigns included in this study, i.e. 2002e2014, as the previous ones do not permit the estimation of sub-daily EOP at the desired accuracy level.
Although CONT sessions are called continuous, they are not in the strict sense of the word. To ensure the functionality of the telescope, system checks are performed at each station. During that time the telescope is not observing, thus leaving a gap in the observations. For CONT02 and CONT05 these checks were performed at each station within the last 30 min of the session, hence the campaign is not completely continuous. Starting with CONT08 the maintenance slots were set at different epochs for different stations to avoid periods without observations. Further, due to technical restrictions, the data is not recorded as one data set, but separated into smaller sessions, each containing the observations of approximately 24 h. The individual sessions are then correlated separately, in case of CONT02 and CONT05 at several different centers, whereas the following CONT campaigns were all correlated at one center to assure the same setup in the correlation and fringe processes.
CONT14 is the most recent campaign of continuous VLBI sessions, observed in May 2014, from the 6th at 00:00 UTC through the 20th at 23:59 UTC. Fig. 1 shows the geographic distribution of the 17 participating stations, and Table 2 gives the positions as well as the average number of observations per day. All data were correlated at a single DiFX software correlator located at the Max Planck Institute for Radio Astronomy in Bonn [18] . The large network of CONT14 with its relatively good global geographical distribution between northern and southern hemispheres features a large volume, as geodetic VLBI often suffers from an imbalance in the distribution. Malkin [19] demonstrated that the network volume is correlated with the precision of the VLBI EOP determination. Thus, more accurate and precise EOP can be expected from CONT14 compared to the ones from the early 2000s or from standard IVS-R1 and IVS-R4 with an average of 9.5 participating stations. The errors depending on the recording rate follow a power law, hence, increasing the bit rate while keeping the same integration time, the error of observations can be expected to be lower.
Data analysis
The data of the CONT14 campaign were downloaded from the IVS website (http://ivscc.gsfc.nasa.gov) in NGS-format [20] . The group delay ambiguities of these observations were already solved and the ionospheric delays calculated. All the stations delivered suitable data for all days, although some stations showed gaps in the data acquisition, for example on May 11th Matera delivered no data after the first 8 h due to problems with the Mark5B recorder, and Wettzell missed about 3.5 h because of servo failure. Due to the stable network and dense observations the effect of such gaps is negligible for the study presented here.
The same procedure concerning data acquisition and processing was followed for all CONT campaigns included in this study. No campaign-specific constraining, station specific parametrization or tuning in any form was performed. All the models, frames and parametrizations involved in the analysis for all techniques are summarized in Table 3 .
LSM (Least squares method)
For the standard LSM solution the VLBI data were analyzed with the GFZ version of the Vienna VLBI Software [21, 22] , VieVS@GFZ. The models used in the analysis follow the IERS Conventions 2010 [15] . For the modeling of the tropospheric delays we used the Vienna mapping functions VMF1 [23] , and we estimated the zenith wet delays and the tropospheric gradients as continuous piecewise linear functions with 1 h and 6 h interval lengths, respectively. The station clocks were modeled as pice-wise linear functions; a second-order polynomial for each day, superimposed with continuous piece-wise linear offsets every hour. The datum of the station coordinates was realized by applying no-net-translation (NNT) and no-net-rotation (NNR) conditions w.r.t. the coordinates of the VTRF2008 catalog [24] . The stations not contained in VTRF2008, for example for CONT14 Warkworth, Hobart 12, HartRAO, Yebes, Yarragadee, Katherine, and Tsukuba as it was affected by an earthquake, were excluded from the NNR and NNT constraints. The radio source coordinates of the defining sources were fixed to their ICRF2 positions [4] , the special handling sources were session-wise reduced.
Firstly, each of the 15 one-day long CONT sessions were analyzed individually, forming a solution with one full set of EOP for each 24 h session. For the second solution an interval length of 1 h for the continuous piece-wise linear functions for the EOP was chosen. In this case the celestial pole offsets could not be estimated, due to the high correlation with retrograde polar motion and thus, they were fixed to their a priori values. To mitigate the effect of the breaks at the session borders, and to facilitate correlations between the parameters of the subsequent sessions, the obtained normal equations were stacked and solved within a global solution. This procedure allows the estimation of EOP and station positions for the entire CONT campaign, as these parameters can be decorrelated sufficiently, resulting in a continuous solution with a time resolution of 1 h for the EOP. We followed an approach similar to [13, 14, 25] ; stacking station coordinates, EOP, zenith wet delays, and gradients.
KAL (Kalman filter)
The KAL solution generated for this study was optimized for post-processing, in other words a backwards filter and a smoother are implemented additionally to the forward filter. Here just a small introduction shall be given, a more detailed report about the application of our Kalman filter has been presented in Ref. [22] .
The Kalman filter follows the sequence of observations using the state at the epoch tÀ1 to predict the state at the next epoch t. Then the predicted value is combined with the new observation to get an optimal estimation at epoch t [26] . x t is the state vector containing the unknown parameters at epoch t. It can be recursively related to the estimates at the previous epoch x tÀ1 through
where F t x tÀ1 is the prediction of x t based on x tÀ1 and w t is the assumed error in the prediction. F is the state transition matrix. The covariance matrix of the total errors P À t can be calculated by
with P tÀ1 denoting the variance-covariance matrix of x tÀ1 and Q t the variance-covariance matrix of the prediction error w t . The observations z t at epoch t are
H t is the observation matrix and v t is the observation noise. The observation matrix H consists of the partial derivatives of the delay with respect to the parameters. To get the optimal estimation for x t and its covariance matrix P t the prediction x À t and the observation z t can be combined using
with the Kalman gain K t
where R t is the covariance matrix of the observation noise v t . In our filter the state transition matrix F is realized as a matrix with dimension [n Â n] with n being the number of parameters. The clock parameters are the only ones having a non-zero off-diagonal element describing the relationship between constant and linear clock parameters. Since all deterministic models have already been applied within VieVS@GFZ, only the stochastic processes remain to be modeled at this stage. All parameters are modeled as a random walk process, except the clock offsets, which are modeled as an integrated random walk (e.g. Ref. [27] ). The noise parameters for the process noise covariance matrix Q are determined using the Allan standard deviation [28] . More details on the EOP noise level determination are given in Sect. 3.2.1. For the clocks, these noise parameters were determined empirically. Soja et al. [29] gave a comprehensive insight into the noise determination for the tropospheric parameters, as well as for the stations.
For the post-processing, a backward filter and a smoother are implemented additionally, as the combination of a forward and a backward recursion is considered to have utilized all available information and thus, can be expected to perform better than a forward filter only [27] . For the backward filter the whole process introduced above is inverted. Starting point becomes the optimal estimation x tþn of the forward filter at the final epoch t þ n with the variancecovariance matrix P tþn . Then the filter is run again with the time increment À1.
Finally, within the smoothing the two filter runs (forward and backward) are combined in an optimal way, where the index f denotes the forward and b the backward filtered parameters: The transition from one session to the next (since CONT08 at 00 UTC) is made continuous by setting the a priori x 0 equal to the final best estimate x of the previous session, except for the clocks.
Noise modeling
The noise driving the parameters is the most sensitive part in the Kalman filter, as it describes within the stochastic model the evolution of the parameters through time. The covariance matrix of the observation noise Q t is defined as:
For short temporal distances between the observations (<1000 s), Q t can be considered equal to FDt, where F denotes the power spectral density (PSD) of the white noise process w. PSD is the preferred measure to characterize signals in the frequency domain as it allows the characterization of noise through powerlaws, e.g. white noise follows the power law of 1/f 0 , flicker noise of 1/f a with 0 < a < 2, random walk of 1/f 2 , and integrated random walk of 1/f 4 . To identify the type of the stochastic process driving the EOP and consequently to determine the PSD from it, we use its counterpart in the time-domain, the Allan standard deviation (ASD, [28] ):
with p(t) being the value of the process at the time t and t denoting the sampling time. Plotting s 2
x ðtÞ on logarithmically scaled axes allows the identification of the noise characteristics by the slopes in the time-domain. Fig. 2 shows the Allan Standard Deviation for GPS in red, for LSM in green and KAL in blue, starting for 1 h to up one day. For this KAL solution the PSD values were taken from Ref. [30] ; and the Allan Standard Deviation was then calculated from that preliminary solution. The interval was chosen as 1 h. The black lines show power lines: the solid line the ASD for flicker noise with k ¼ À0.75, the dashed line a random walk with a slope of k ¼ À1/2, and the dashdotted line an integrated random walk with k ¼ À1/4. We found that the flicker noise best matches the ASD of our data, as for all CONT campaigns in this study k varies between 0.7 and 0.8. Our findings agree with [31] ; who found that for periods less than 40 days, flicker noise fits best. Also more recent studies conducted by Ref. [32] about EOP determination by GNSS show that polar motion has the characteristics of flicker noise.
A flicker noise process is characterized by an infinitely long memory plus short-term fluctuations. As it represents a non-linear system, the classical Kalman filter would not be the optimal choice. However, in practice flicker noise often is approximated by a random walk or by a first-order Gauss-Markov process [30, 33] . Nevertheless, the estimates can be too optimistic, particularly when no measurement update is available for a long period, as the long memory of flicker noise is omitted [34] .
However, as in case of CONT14 in average one observation per minute is available, and with VGOS in sight the number of observations per time will only increase, the approximation of the flicker noise through a random walk seems reasonable. Thus, for the current implementation of our Kalman filter we decided to model the EOP as a random walk process. The results presented in the next chapter prove that the filter can recover the values of EOP accurately.
To derive the PSD needed for the covariance matrix Q t from the ASD, we make use of the following relationship, which is valid in case of a random walk:
Due to the huge number of observations provided by GPS the derived EOP can be considered more accurate, than EOP derived from VLBI (law of large numbers). Additionally, the IGS network has in comparison to the VLBI network an excellent global coverage, thus the pole coordinates can be retrieved more reliably. In contrast LSM is limited by the parametrization of the estimates as continuous piecewise-linear functions, and the geometric stability of the solutions, thus the minimum interval length of the EOP estimates is 1 h. Further, compared to one set of EOP per 24 h session the formal errors deteriorate, especially at the session boundaries. Also our PSD values derived from GPS agree well with the ones from literature, whereas the ones from LSM are a factor of 10 larger.
Taking all this into account, we decided to use the mean over all CONT of the GPS noise for driving the polar motion in the Kalman filter. For dUT1 we used the ratio between the GPS and LSM values for polar motion to calculate a men conversion factor. This we used to convert the LSM noise level for dUT1 to GPS (4.081 Â 10 À4 ms 2 /d). The noise level of nutation was determined empirically, by running several solutions with different noise levels. The one delivering the smallest residuals w.r.t. the a-priori was chosen. In Table 4 we summarize the PSD of the GPS, LSM, and KAL solutions for polar motion and dUT1, the values finally used in the KAL solution are given in bolt numbers. 
TIGA GPS data processing
For our study we made use of the data provided within the International GNSS Service (IGS) Tide Gauge Benchmark MonitoringWorking Group (TIGA-WG). Within this project GNSS data from around 800 stations at or near tide gauges are analyzed, preferably on a continuous basis to provide information specifically for the vertical rates [35] . As one of the TIGA Analysis Centers the German Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ) is contributing to the IGS TIGA Reprocessing Campaign (REPRO2, [17] ). After the first reprocessing finished in 2010 some improvements were implemented into the latest GFZ software version EPOS.P8.
The TIGA data reprocessing is done in two steps, first precise satellite clocks, orbits and 1-day normal equations are generated from the IGS REPRO2 using the IGS stations. In the second step the TIGA stations, which are not already included in IGS REPRO2 are processed. Precise station coordinates are estimated in PPP mode for a single station by using the GFZ IGS reprocessing orbit and clock SP3 products. Through this the computational burden of the data processing in the network mode can be avoided, as a large number of stations can be processed in parallel. To get the final TIGA solution all normal equations of the sub-networks are stacked.
The ERP (Earth Rotation Parameters) are generally estimated with a temporal resolution of 24 h. To compare the temporally high-resolved ERP from VLBI with the TIGA GPS ones a reprocessing has been done for the time periods in question. The only difference of the new solution is: the temporal resolution of the ERP was increased to 1 h.
The models and a priories used in each technique are summarized in Table 3 techniques. Also VLBI adjusts the a priories while GNSS analysis fixes on them. Although, the impact on the ERP should be negligible for our purposes and limited to the retrograde diurnal frequency band [36] . Also the impact of the different TRF, i.e. VTRF08 and IGb08, can be considered negligible, as both are aligned with ITRF2008. ITRF2008, VTRF08 and IGb08, an updated version of IGS08, are equivalent at the global level, in the sense that they share the same underlying origin, and orientation, in case of IGb08 also scale [24, 37] .
Results

Time series
Due to the nature of GPS observations (high correlation of UT1 and the orbital elements of the satellite), only direct comparisons with polar motion can be done. For that purpose the Kalman solution was synchronized with the GPS solution, i.e. mean values of 1 h bins, ±30 min. at the integer hours, were calculated. In Fig. 3(a) the EOP estimates for CONT14 are plotted: in blue KAL, in cyan the binned KAL solution, in green the hourly LSM solution, and as black asterisks the daily LSM values, while GPS is plotted in red. At first, the offsets between the VLBI solutions and the GPS solution become evident, especially in y-pole (likewise in the other CONT campaigns). In Table 5 the mean values and std of the estimates of polar motion and dUT1 for CONT14 are listed.
The offsets of the polar motion of the VLBI solution with respect to the GPS solution may originate in the different datum definitions, as VLBI in comparison to GPS has a very sparse and inhomogeneous station distribution and thus, the impact of the network geometry needs to be considered. Also, the correlation between the EOP and the station coordinates has to be kept in mind in case of VLBI. For GPS, on the other hand, is not significant due to its large number of stations. Further, the differences in the EOP modeling, e.g. the negligence of the FCN in the GPS processing might contribute to these offsets. For x-pole LSM shows an offset twice as large as KAL, whereas for y-pole the offsets for KAL and LSM are at about the same level. When compared to the other two solutions the std of LSM is considerably larger, corresponding to the higher variation seen in the estimates. For the stacking no constraints for the estimated EOP were used, although moderately constraining the parameters or changing other models like the terrestrial datum, did not change the solution at a significant level. Also, we did not want to introduce campaign specific parametrizations for the LSM solutions.
The process noise level implemented in the Kalman filter, on the other hand, provides a smooth solution. Here the forwardbackward-smoothing algorithm show its effect. For polar motion the standard deviation of the residuals w.r.t. the a-priori values of KAL is smaller than the one of GPS.
In order to take a closer look on the sub-daily EOP we subtracted daily EOP values from the individual time series, which account for most of the long period variations. These mean values were determined through the mean value of the estimates within one day, which then were interpolated linearly. For CONT14 this gives the time series shown in Fig. 3(b) . As expected, also in this case the hourly LSM solution displays the largest variation (std xÀpole ¼ 0.15 mas, std yÀpole ¼ 0.17 mas), whereas KAL and GPS show significantly smaller standard deviations (std xÀpole z std yÀpole z 0.10 mas). Fig. 4 shows for all the CONT campaigns since 2002 the differences between KAL and GPS in blue, and LSM and GPS in green. Their respective daily means were removed beforehand. Each section separated by a vertical black line corresponds to a specific CONT. The red line marks the std of the LSM solution, the black line the std of the KAL solution. The numerical results are summarized in Table 6 .
Inter-comparison of CONT
We can observe that with each CONT campaign the differences with respect to the GPS solution decreases, and that the KAL solutions shows on average a 40e50% smaller std compared to the LSM solution. Overall the agreement of the solutions with GPS improved by about 20% over the years, when ignoring CONT02. Our LSM solution seems to have some problems in x-pole as indicated by its comparable large std, an this is also visible in the spectra in Fig. 5 . Also for CONT11 the std for x-pole for LSM is slightly larger than for the remaining campaigns.
A slight overall decrease in the std from CONT02 until CONT14 can be observed, as not only the station network had been growing with each CONT campaign (see Table 6 ), but also the recording rate has increased from 128 Mb/s for CONT02 to 256 Mb/s for CONT05 and 512 Mb/s for CONT08 and after. Since CONT08 the EOP from VLBI and from GPS have been referring to the same time interval, i.e. 0:00 to 23:59 UTC, thus, a better agreement in terms of std can be expected, as inaccuracies due to the synchronization were avoided. Also within the VLBI analysis this may improve the accuracy, as also most of the a priori values, e.g. EOP, refer to integer day epochs. Further, starting with CONT08, the maintenance gaps were scheduled for different epochs for the different stations, avoiding longer periods without observations, especially at the end of the sessions, were the system checks were done in CONT02 and CONT05. Thus, the continuity of the observation is guaranteed, avoiding weak estimates at the end of the sessions.
Spectral analysis
To investigate the high frequency variations we calculated the Fourier spectra of the time series shown in Fig. 3(b) . First, in this section, we look at them in a more general manner, then in the Fig. 3 . a) EOP estimates for CONT14, in black the results from the daily LSM approach, in green the hourly LSM approach, in blue the Kalman estimates, in cyan the binned KAL, in red hourly polar motion estimates from GPS. b) EOP estimates minus daily mean values for CONT14, in black the results from the daily LSM approach, in green the hourly LSM approach, in blue the Kalman estimates, in cyan the binned KAL, in red hourly polar motion estimates from GPS.
Table 5
Standard deviation (std) and mean values of the estimates of the VLBI solutions and the GPS solution for CONT14 for polar motion.
X-pole (mas)
Y-pole (mas) dUT1 (ms) following two sections in more detail covering polar motion and dUT1 separately. The spectra for CONT14 are plotted in Fig. 6 : GPS in red, LSM in green and KAL in blue. For this comparison we generated also a KAL solution where no celestial pole offsets were estimated: KAL woN in cyan. The solid black line marks the 3s confidence level calculated from LSM, the dashed black line for 1s respectively. It should be kept in mind, that the data only cover 15 days, thus, the leakage effect might have an impact on the spectra (i.e. due to the windowing spectral components can become visible, which are not in the original signal), as well as some aliasing could occur.
LSM shows strong power at the very high frequencies, one reason is that no constraints have been applied on the EOP estimation. For GPS and KAL the spectra converge to zero for increasingly high frequencies. Looking at the spectra of the last five CONT campaigns (Fig. 5) we can observe that the overall number and amplitudes of the peaks between four and 20 h decrease from one CONT campaign to the next. Obviously the high-frequency EOP benefit greatly from the advances in the VLBI technology, for example the increased data recording rate and the larger station networks.
As expected, all solutions show significant spectral peaks in the diurnal and semi-diurnal bands, as well as several other peaks. The patterns and amplitudes of the smaller peaks of VLBI vary significantly among the five CONT campaigns. They may originate from geophysical phenomena or insufficient a priori models. For example the high-frequency EOP model as well as the ocean tide models as recommended by the IERS Conventions have shortcomings as demonstrated by several authors [9, 12, 21, 22 ]. Desai and Sibois [38] showed that an updated version of the ocean tide model as recommended by the IERS, i.e. TPXO8, can significantly reduce residual polar motion at the primary frequencies, for example K1 by 16 mas. Further, this model provides improved consistencies concerning liberation. However, also deficiencies and differences in the applied processing strategies can lead to significant amplitudes. In case of GPS the peaks at ±24 þ h and integer fractions of it can be explained easily, but maybe not solely, by the draconitic period of 12 sidereal hours of the GPS satellites. Steigenberger [39] supports the assumption of these peaks being artifacts of remaining systematic errors through the fact that peaks at the same periods are visible in the formal error spectra. For VLBI the peaks at 24 h can partly be attributed to the small offsets visible at the day boundaries. Such peaks at 24 h, as well as 12 h, have also been observed by other authors for other CONT campaigns, for example [9e11, 13, 14] .
Polar motion
Fixing the celestial pole offsets to the a priories of IERS 08 C04 leads to a huge retrograde diurnal peak in polar motion, visible in LSM and KAL woN . Nutation is not only driven by atmospheric and non-tidal ocean variation due to the retrograde diurnal cycle of solar heating [40, 41] , but also the free core nutation (FCN, [42] ) is mitigated to a large extent by applying nutation corrections derived by VLBI. Additionally Brzezi nski et al. [40] , predicted a peak at 28.8 h retrograde with an amplitude of 31 mas due to the atmospheric normal mode j 1 1 . This peak is clearly visible in the spectra of CONT14 of LSM and KAL woN with an amplitude of 26 mas, while for KAL with the estimation of the celestial pole offsets it is 20 mas smaller.
The peaks at the diurnal band can also be explained by geophysical signals. One is the tri-axiality of the Earth, however this effect is taken into account through the IERS high frequency model. Polar motion excitation through non-tidal OAM and AAM were estimated to rise to 17 mas and~7 mas respectively [43, 44] , whereas [45] derived thermal driven variations in the atmospheric tides, each below 8 mas. Our findings are to some extent consistent with these results. For instance the CONT14 spectra show a distinct peak at þ24 h with an amplitude of 37 mas for both KAL solutions and LSM. For CONT02 the peak is smaller for both KAL (24 mas for KAL woN , 31 mas for KAL), whereas LSM stays at the same level. For the other campaigns both KAL spectra show two peaks, one before and one after 24 h. LSM follows that pattern, except for CONT08. These two peaks my origin in the 0.9 day and 1.2 day component of the ocean tides. Also, the limited time span of 15 days could lead to effects where several tidal components might be represented by a single peak and thus, the separation of the signals would be very difficult or impossible.
In case of the semi-diurnal band no such explanations can be given. All the studies concerning atmospheric excitation of polar motion at ±12 h report of much smaller amplitudes, e.g. Ref. [40] estimated a polar motion amplitude of 2.9 mas for the S 2 atmospheric tide and [44] of 2.6 mas.
The unexplained peak at À8 h in CONT02 detected by many authors cited in this paper, can also be seen in the LSM solution, but not as clearly in the two KAL solutions. In KAL such peaks of about 10 mas are visible also for CONT08 and CONT11. However, until now no geophysical explanations have been given for variations À8 h, although some models predict small amplitudes. For example Haas and Wünsch [10] reported about a M 3 tide with an amplitude of 0.42 mas retro-and 0.30 mas pro-grade. Nilsson et al. [12] , however, explained the peak in CONT02 by an unstable source included in the ICRF2 catalog.
We performed the same test with CONT11, where we found also a peak at À8 h in the KAL solutions. Therefore, we calculated a solution where we estimated the radio source coordinates in addition to the other parameters. Nilsson et al. [12] could eliminate the peak at À8 h in CONT02 using that strategy, in our case for CONT11 the peak only slightly decreased. For KAL from 8.1 mas to 7.3 mas and for LSM from 16.5 mas to 14.8 mas. However, for CONT02 the peak in LSM is a factor of three larger than for CONT11 and for KAL there is no significant peak in CONT02 at À8 h at all.
Artz et al. [9] also detected peaks at ±6 h in the spectra of CONT02 and of CONT05, and Nilsson et al. [14] noted a lot of power in this band for CONT11. These peaks are insignificant in our results. There is no geophysical signal known causing significant variations at the quart-diurnal band.
dUT1
For dUT1 the most prominent peaks arise at the diurnal and semi-diurnal bands (Figs. 5 and 6 ). For diurnal variations thermal atmospheric and non-tidal oceanic variations can be taken into account. However, the expected amplitudes are again much smaller than the ones visible in the spectra. Brzezi nski et al. [40] for example estimated amplitudes of 0.5 mas for the S 1 tide, and [10] 0.5 mas for non-tidal angular momentum. Additionally, in case of UT1 OAM and AAM tend to cancel each other out [44, 46] . Keeping in mind that the periodic terms of polar motion around 8 h, 12 h and 24 h are consistent with the terms of the ocean tides, it is rather likely that the IERS high frequency model has insufficiencies. Noticeable is the performance of both KAL solutions at periods shorter than 10 h (Figs. 5 and 6): whereas LSM is rather noisy and the amplitudes stay at a 10 mas level for polar motion and 1 ms for dUT1, KAL follows to a large extent the GPS signal and converges to zero with increasingly high frequencies. While the amount of 'real' signal at these high frequencies has to be investigated further, the level of agreement with GPS is very good.
Impact of the noise level
As mentioned in Sect. 3.2.1 we decided to use the noise level of GPS to drive our Kalman filter, not only because GPS gives more reliable results concerning ERP, but also because the noise values derived from LSM are by a factor ten bigger than the ones we found in literature. However, this inevitably leads to an conditioning of our Kalman solution towards the GPS solution. Another well known issue concerning the estimation of sub-daily EOP is, as mentioned in the sections before and illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6 , the one-to-one correlation between the celestial pole offsets and a retrograde diurnal term in polar motion. In case of LSM this could be handled with applying a special constraint as shown by Refs. [47, 48] . Looking at the noise level of the Kalman filter a similar concept could be applied.
For illustration we ran a KAL solution implementing the LSM noise level. The resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 7 , in green the hourly LSM approach, in blue and cyan the KAL solutions with and without celestial pole offsets estimated as before. Magenta shows the KAL LSM solution using the LSM noise.
Not only leads the LSM noise to an significant increase of the power at higher frequencies, but also additional significant peaks arise at integer hours, easily discernible at ±8 h, ±7 h and ±6 h. More importantly, the filter is no longer able to de-correlate retrograde polar motion and nutation, as nutation is highly underestimated. Hence, where for KAL (blue) the peak at À24 h reaches the 1s confidence level of LSM, for KAL GPS it surpasses even KAL where no nutation was estimated (cyan) and almost reaches LSM (green). Increasing the noise level for celestial pole offsets of 0.01 mas 2 /d by a factor of ten can not inhibit that. This confirms that the noise levels of the individual parameters cannot be chosen arbitrarily as long as they are proportional, but that they need to reflect the true physical behavior of the signal. Only this will allow a precise estimation and also de-correlation of the parameters of interest.
Conclusions and outlook
In this study we demonstrated the potential of the determination of EOP by Kalman filtering of VLBI data. We determined EOP from all CONT campaigns since 2002 using the Kalman filter and compared them to the EOP determined by the commonly used least squares method. We found that the Kalman filter delivers a much smoother time series while providing the highest temporal resolution. We also found that the agreement with respect to GPS can be improved by up to 50% for CONT14 using KAL.
The precision of the Kalman VLBI solution is on a level comparable to our GPS solution, whereas the least squares solution performs on average 45% worse. Especially at higher frequencies, the Kalman filter approach clearly outmatches the least squares approach. The application of the Kalman filter opens up new possibilities for high-frequency EOP studies and enables the detection of the deficiencies in the models involved in the analysis. The offsets between the techniques still needs to be explained, especially when thinking about combining EOP time series from different techniques, a path we definitely need to pursue.
The final scope of the Kalman filter approach within VLBI is the examination of high-frequency EOP and their geophysical interpretation. This includes the fine-tuning of the filter noise, and an intensive examination of all the signals involved. As diurnal and semi-diurnal tidal motions are predominately caused by the ocean tides, we will put our focus there. Of course we will also try to distinct the tides at higher frequencies. For this we will expand our data set considerably. Fig. 7 . Spectra (p ¼ x-pole À i y-pole) of polar motion (upper plot), and dUT1 (lower plot) for CONT14. In green the hourly LSM approach, in blue and cyan KAL with and without estimating the celestial pole offsets using the GPS noise, and in magenta KAL LSM estimated using the LSM noise. In black the 3s (solid) and 1s (dashed) confidence level.
